Cash in a Flash

HOW TO MANAGE A FLASH SALE
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How Does a Flash Sale Work?

How Does a Flash
Sale Work?
This campaign will be a good fit if you sell products or services
online using a shopping cart and/or order forms, and you have
an existing list of prospects and/or customers. The strategy
is to use a limited-time offer to create urgency and prompt a
fast response from your list. This campaign makes use of a
three-day flash sale, which allows you to create a three-email
sequence to push the sale to your list.

Example scenario:
Famous Clate's BBQ Sauces needs a quick cash injection, so
they want to offer customers a 15 percent discount on their
3-Sauce-3-Pack for three days only. They know that this is
their most popular item, and the sale will be a big hit. However,
they keep in mind that over the last thirty days, people have
purchased the 3-Sauce-3-Pack at full price. If those customers
saw the flash campaign after they just purchased at full price,
they would likely want a refund for the 15 percent on their
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recent purchase. This would undercut the value of the flash
sale, so Famous Clate’s will segment their list to exclude
anyone who purchased the 3-Sauce-3-Pack within the last
thirty days. With a segmented list, they believe that this sale will
get them the cash injection they’re looking for.

Full campaign process flow map

Identify sale opportunity

Segment contact list to optimize
target for email blast

Launch email blast: 3-email
series that ends when take
action or all 3 emails delivered

Purchase is made

Customer receives custom
thank you
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Step 1. Set Up the Sale and Segment Your Contact List

Step 1: Set Up the Sale and
Segment Your Contact List
In this step, you’ll determine the terms for your flash sale and
segment your contact list to ensure that your email blast hits
the optimum set of contacts.

Set up the flash sale
To start, find a product to feature that that has the potential to
grab the attention of the people on your list. In combination
with a fantastic offer and a short window of opportunity, your
goal is to make this a deal your recipients can’t pass up,
prompting an impulse buy.

Do a little math
Ask yourself some important questions:
•

How much product will you need to sell at the discounted
price in order to make the profit you’re looking for?

•

What percentage of the contacts in your email blast will
need to buy in order to hit your target?
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If you need to rethink and rework your offer to be successful,
now’s the time to be certain that you can reasonably predict
the value of your flash sale.

Segment your list
You can boost the effectiveness of your email blast by ensuring
that you hit the right contacts.
Segmentation is narrowing down your list to identify the people
who will most likely benefit from your offer, which means they’ll
be most likely to respond. It’s not as much about excluding the
wrong contacts as it is ensuring that you have the right ones.
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When you send your blast to the right contacts, you’ll be more
efficient, and you’ll reduce spam complaints and opt-outs from
your list.
Here are basic ways you can segment your list to ensure that
your offer reaches the best audience:
•

Purchase history (Have they purchased similar products
from you?)

•

Gender (Does your product appeal to one gender more
than another?)

•

Geographic region (How does weather, seasons, and time
zones factor in?)

•

Age/generation (Millenials behave/show interest
differently from Generation Xers.)

For more details on segmentation, and why you
should be certain to segment all your email blasts,
check out our e-book: Take Your CRM Contact
List to the Next Level with Segmentation.
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Step 2: Set Up Flash Sale
Email Series
This campaign is designed to be a three-email sequence over
a three-day period. The first email announces your sale and
links to either your product page or a special landing page for
the sale. The subsequent emails remind your recipients of your
sale and bring your brand back to the top of their inbox.
How an email series works: The series is designed to reach a
goal (in this case, purchase from the flash sale). Each email in
the series serves as a follow up to the original offer, until the
recipient reaches the goal. The series ends either when the
goal is reached or when the last email in the series is sent.
You’ll need to time each follow-up email so that the recipient
has adequate time to open the first email and take action.
We recommend a 24-hour delay between each email. We do
not recommend that you set up more than one email per day.
We also highly recommend that you limit the flash sale email
sequence to no more than three emails.
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Fundamentally, you need to track which email recipients
respond to your offer so that you can remove their email
address from the send list on your follow up emails. You can
manage this process manually by checking the purchase report
and cross-referencing the email addresses with those of your
list. Then, remove those names before you send your next
batch of follow ups.
If you have CRM and marketing automation, you can set up the
campaign to register contacts who reach the goal (purchase
from the sale) and remove them from follow up emails
automatically.
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Below, we’ve provided templates to help get you started on the
emails in this sequence:

Email No. 1: Announcement of flash sale—to
be sent morning of the first day of the sale.

Subject: Flash Sale! Three days only!
If you blink too fast, there’s a good chance you’ll miss this sale! {First
paragraph should be short and should grab their attention}
{Next paragraph should call out a specific value this product/service can
provide or a pain it helps to solve.}
For a limited time we're offering an amazing deal on {product name} for
{name outrageous price or discount}! This deal lasts through {date/day} and
then it’s over. Take advantage now. Place your order today!"
LINK TO OFFER

Here’s what people are saying about {product name}:
"{Enter a customer testimonial that shares how a problem they may be facing
was solved by your product}"
LINK TO OFFER

Act fast! Take advantage of this offer before it’s gone!

Best,
{Company Signature}
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Email No. 2: First follow up to flash sale
announcement—to be sent 24 hours after
email No. 1, but only if they did not respond
to email No. 1.
Subject: Get {product name} NOW before it’s gone…
Hi there, {Contact.FirstName},
We're so excited because for a limited time we can help you {solve your pain
point faster/cheaper/easier}!
You have until {day sale ends} to get {product name} for {great low price or
super discount}!
If you're tired of {call out pain} day after day, you’ve got to take advantage of
this offer right now.
LINK TO OFFER

{Can this offer affect their average day for the better in a specific way? For
example, it may free up more time ("get your mornings back!"), give them
greater confidence in the work they do ("feel like a pro when..."), or put more
money in their pocket ("free up some extra cash to go out for a nice dinner
each week")?}
LINK TO OFFER

{Company Signature}
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Email No. 3: Final follow up to flash sale
announcement—to be sent 24 hours after
email No. 2, but only if they did not respond
to email No. 2.
Subject: Today is the last day to take advantage of {promotion}!
Hi there, {Contact.FirstName},
You may not have seen our previous announcements, but today is the last
day to take advantage of our limited time offer of {price or percent discount}
on our {product name}.
We wanted to give you one final opportunity to take advantage of this special
deal so you can {enjoy the benefits of product/service} right away...and at a
great price!
LINK TO OFFER

Our customers who have purchased {product name} are saying things like
this:
"{Enter a customer testimonial that shares how a problem they may be
facing was solved by your product}"
We’d love for you to have an experience just like that! Our promotion ends
today. Don’t miss out on this limited time offer!

Best,
{Company Signature}
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Step 3: Configure Landing
Page and Custom Thank
You Page
Set up product landing page/order form
You’ll need to ensure that any recipient who clicks through
your email to the product is able to easily claim the offer in
your campaign. This means, you may want to provide a specific
landing page with a unique order form, or unique product
page that displays the discount, etc. This will make the buying
process simple and will help ensure that your prospect enters
their payment details and submits their order.
If you can’t develop a customized page for the sale, you can
use a promo code to trigger the special terms of the sale in
the order form. Ensure that the promo code is obvious in your
email text and that it’s clear on your order form where the code
should be entered.
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Set up custom thank you page
Your flash sale will create another segmented list you can
take advantage of (all the people who purchased from your
flash sale). With a custom thank you page, you can add two
important layers to the transaction:
1. You personalize the transaction by using a special thank
you page related to the flash sale rather than a generic
thank you page. This helps your customers know that you
are paying attention to their specific journey.
2. A thank you page is never just about saying, “thank you.”
It’s always an additional opportunity for:
a. Upselling: Is there a complimentary product you can
offer, or make them aware of?
b. Adding value: Do you have engaging content that
they can download to help them in new ways (such
as a webinar, e-book, etc.)? If they download that
content, you can target them in future campaigns as a
hot lead.
c. Capturing a referral: Want referrals/testimonials
that you can post on social or use for your website?
Gather them when your customers just landed a
sweet deal on a product they’ve been wanting.
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Full sequence recap
Your campaign set up should be complete. Once you have all
the parts in place, you’ll be ready to launch the sale and start
delivering cash to your business.

To recap the process:
1. Identify opportunity for sale
2. Segment contact list to optimize target for email blast
3. Launch email blast: a three-email series that ends when
recipient takes action or all three emails have been
delivered
4. Recipient makes purchase
5. Customer receives custom thank-you with additional
call-to-action (CTA)
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What should I track?
For your flash sale to work correctly, you have to be on top of
the stages of interaction so that you can ensure that each step
in the process triggers the next. That data can also give you
great insight into how your campaign performed and help you
plan ways to improve for your next flash sale.
At minimum, you’ve got to track interactions well enough to
ensure that your emails feel natural to the recipient, which
means that you’ve got to build in some intelligence. Your email
blast should only follow up if your recipient didn’t purchase and
should shut off subsequent emails when they do purchase.

1. Email opens: Did they open your emails? Which ones?
Did they take action, or just open them? These metrics
can help understand how well your email subject lines
are working as well as how clear and/or motivating your
call-to-action is.
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2. Click through to product page/special webform: If they
clicked through to your product page or webform, it
indicates interest, even if they didn’t actually purchase
your product. You may want to enter them into a special
follow up campaign to take advantage of their interest.
3. Purchase product: You can’t lose track of this one! At
minimum, as we’ve been saying, should turn off the email
campaign so that the customer doesn’t get redundant
offer emails crowding their inbox. At best, their purchase
history will also feed to your CRM contact record so that
you can add them to campaigns down the road based on
prior purchases.
Depending on the product you’re selling, you can also get a
sense of how devoted your fans are. The more frequently they
purchase your products, the better you can judge their interest
in your brand. You can add frequent purchasers into campaigns
just for brand enthusiasts and frequent buyers, or ping them for
testimonials/references.

If you want to know more about how return
customers are a market that can provide a
powerful revenue stream for small businesses,
check out our e-book Repeating History: Small
Business Strategies for Earning Repeat Sales
and Customer Loyalty.
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How Can I Use Data to
Diagnose Success and
Improve for My Next
Flash Sale?
Sale rate
Sale rate success can be caused by a number of different
factors. A great place to start is to consider targeting. Does
your offer make sense for your target audience? Sometimes
low sales rates are the result of poor targeting. For example,
it wouldn’t make sense for a hamburger shop to target
vegetarians. Sometimes sales rates can be improved by simply
targeting different segments of your list. Try experimenting
with different audiences. For example, if you are only targeting
prospects, see if there is a segment of existing customers that
might also benefit from what is being offered.
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If you are confident the offer is a good fit for your target
audience, look at the offer itself. The price may be too
expensive—or too cheap (which can lower perceived value).
Try adjusting prices. You may want to offer some added value,
such as a bonus product for free or additional resources to
help the customer get maximum value from their purchase. If
the price is higher than a couple hundred dollars, offering a
payment plan may help boost sales rates as well.

Open and click-thru rates
If you are confident the offer itself is good ,and is a good fit for
your target audience, start looking at the different email open
and click through rates. Is there room for improvement in your
email campaign?
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A low open rate can be improved by writing more direct
subject lines; give the recipient more context about the email’s
content. You may also want to experiment with different sender
names and email addresses (i.e. sender name “John Doe” vs.
“Marketing Team”).
A satisfactory open rate with a low click through on the flash
sale emails could mean you aren’t driving enough urgency or
creating enough desire to take action. Try using more visceral
words to paint a vivid picture of what life would be like as a
result of the purchase. Make sure you are building a vision with
respect to your target audience. Use the words they use. Talk
about what matters to them with respect to what you offer.
If the open and click rates are satisfactory, but sales are still
low, explore the purchasing experience deeper. You may want
to add social proof elements (testimonials, reviews, etc.) to the
order form. The checkout process itself may be confusing, so
take a second look to see if you can simplify that.
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Did you like this e-book? Read more!
Explore our Knowledge Center for more sales and marketing
e-books, webinars and other resources that can help your
small business grow and thrive.
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